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Digging Deep-Gardening
With Cynthia Brian
By Cynthia Brian
“With our thoughts, we make the world.” ~ Buddha

My first gardening calendar was pub-
lished in 1993. I had worked with

a renowned photographer for over 18
months shooting fabulous photos from my
garden throughout the seasons, taking copi-
ous notes of what to do and when to do it,
traveling to numerous zones to note the
monthly cycles.  I wrote my copy on an
Apple desktop, the photographs were trans-
parencies, and the finished product was a
beautiful, printed, shrink-wrapped gift of
beautiful flowers with monthly tips worth
saving. Over the years, people have shown
me the tablemats, collages, and other cre-
ative things that were made with that calen-
dar. Since the backup to all of my work was
on floppy disks, I no longer have access to
my unedited insights. Thankfully, I have the
photos and the published calendar as a sou-
venir of my efforts.  This loss of my creative
writings caused me to ponder the digital
mania that has descended upon humanity in
our yearning to eliminate paper archiving.
We tend to keep everything on our comput-
ers, designating Facebook, Instagram, and

Pinterest as our memory banks.  

           
My fear is that our history will be rele-

gated to oral rememberings as technology
rapidly changes. Since computers became a
household necessity, we have stored our data
on floppies, CDs, DVDs, flash drives,
portable hard drives, and now in the cloud,
but will future generations ever be able to ac-
cess any of this, as equipment evolves and
changes? My iPhoto folder has now sur-
passed 20,000 jpegs. Digital photos from
2009 and earlier that were not printed are no
longer accessible since I have upgraded com-
puters multiple times and those earlier
backup disks are not compatible.

           
Earlier this year, I made a book of my

favorite garden photographs throughout the
seasons accompanied by my favorite garden
quotes. The book was a gift to myself as a re-
minder of my years of dedication, hard work
and love of nature. As I perused snapshots
from a quarter century of gardening bliss, I
was able to see how much I had accom-
plished with the help of Mother Nature.  
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Drape burlap over tender plants to prevent frostbite.     Photo Cynthia Brian
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